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TS: I am interviewing Dr. Bernie Youngquist, former
Superintendent of the Northwest Experiment Station at Crookston,
regarding the sugar-beet industry.

Dr. Youngquist, could you give me a little background about
your education and how you got started?

BY: Well, you want to wave your finger if I get going too long
here, because that's quite a story. I was born in the eastern
part of the state [Minnesota], in the cut-over country, oldest of
11 children. During the years that they call the Depression
years of the '30s, you couldn't get a job, so I worked my way
through both high school and college at the University of
Minnesota, a bachelor's degree. So that's the beginning of the
education.

After graduating, I landed at Starbuck, Minnesota, to open
up a brand-spanking new ag [agriculture] department, where we
were going to solve all the problems of agriculture overnight,
see. Soon I found out you couldn't do that.

The war came along, of course. I graduated from the
University in '39. The war came along, and my draft number was
real low. They had that old hot poker right behind me. I was
running a campaign called pre-marriage, you know. Bernice and I
met there at the school. We were married in January '41 and had
about a year together, when I had to head for you know what.

With Uncle Sam, serving the U.S. Navy, I sailed every ocean
on earth, visited every continent, several parts of some, back
after the atomic bombs were dropped on Japan. Didn't really want
to go to work yet, but the University was horribly short of
manpower, particularly at the out stations. A man by the name of
Dr. Ted Fenske, Superintendent of the Experiment Station at
Morris, Minnesota, I stopped in to see my old advisor at St. Paul
and walked right smack into Ted Fenske. He'd heard about me. He
was looking for a person. He said, "You want to go to work?
Start tomorrow if you want."

Well, I hadn't seen my good wife and my young son for nearly
three years, and I wasn't much in the mood to go to work. But
there was a telephone call waiting when we got home, so we went
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over and looked at it. Bernice and I liked what we saw in these
outposts of the University in various sectors of the state. We
had liked that previously. So we said, "Okay, we'll give it a
go." So we went to work. Got home from the war in January, went
to work in March.

TS: This was in 1946?

BY: In 1946. Goodness sakes, that was the beginning of the
professional work. Did my graduate work. Took a couple of years
off under the G.I. Bill, did my graduate work at the University
of Minnesota, majored in a field called rural education, minored
in Ed. [Educational] Psych, two collateral fields, one in
statistical analysis and design, and the other one in rural
sociology. While I didn't know it at the time, it was an
excellent preparation for leadership roles in these outstations
of the University.

Right after that, the University sent Bernice and I down to
Waseca to set up a new School of Agriculture. We were there four
years, loved it. But we're northern Minnesota-ites, and when
Crookston opened up in '56, we landed there, and that's where I
got acquainted with sugar beets.

TS: I see. So it was in '56 when you went to Crookston. Did
you become then the Superintendent of the Experiment Station?

BY: Yes, I was the Superintendent of the Agriculture Experiment
Station and the secondary level School of Agriculture, which had
reached its zenith by that time in terms of population.

TS: Your duties were primarily the Experiment Station?

BY: Actually, at the outset they were as much concerned about
the School of Agriculture as they were with the Agriculture
Experiment Station, and that was one of the problems with the
job.

TS: So at the beginning, you were teaching in the classroom?

BY: No, I did not teach. I was Superintendent of the Experiment
Station and of the School of Agriculture, and I had a principal
and a teaching staff, as well as a research staff.

TS: How did you begin getting into doing research into sugar
beets?

BY: Well, it was just part of the agricultural scene here in the
Red River Basin. Really, I don't suppose one can say that Bernie
Youngquist was partial to sugar beets. I put a lot of time on
it, and probably put more time on sugar beets than most
commodities, but other commodities were pretty well set in terms
of the research effort and in terms of their place in the economy
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here in the Great Red River Basin.
But in '56, that was the beginning of the time when the

sugar-beet industry was starting to look at itself, not only the
processors, but those who were growing sugar beets. I could see
that there was some help needed, and I was absolutely floored to
follow through and find practically no research going at either
the University of Minnesota or NDSU [North Dakota State
University] . That raised some hair on the back of my neck, of
wonderment, of "How about this?" Well, the reason for it is that
the crop was actually a crop that was contracted by the
processors, the factories, by the companies that owned these
factories. They pretty much did their own research, had their
own field staff, and that worked quite well.

The problem with that wasn't that it was a bad idea; it
worked pretty well. The problem was that things began to change
in the entire sugar-beet industry across the country. Out West,
for instance, where most of the sugar beets were grown for
consumption in sugar in this country, the whole picture was
changing. A lot of the acreage was irrigated. Interestingly
enough, other crops came along which were less of a nuisance and
more profitable, so what would naturally happen, it would run the
beets out of the picture.

Additionally, World War II, of course, sort of delayed—I
think this process would have started even earlier, but World War
II came along and we couldn't produce, of course, enough sugar.
If you had any old kind of a hay-barn factory to produce sugar,
it would make money. But after the war, getting into the '50s,
they caught up with the demand and caught up with the situation
in the world.

TS: So what you're saying is that by the 1950s, the world sugar
market was such that in order to compete, American sugar-beet
growers had to become more efficient?

BY: In part, that was true, yes. In part, that was true. But
actually, the biggest problem was internally in the country. The
factories at that time, the sugar factories, were old. The only
new factories of any substance were in the Red River Basin. A
new one came along at Moorhead, a new one came along at
Crookston. The only place in the country where buyers of stock
or a corporation had guts enough, or courage enough—let's put it
that way, it's a nicer way to say it—to go out and sell stock to
build some more sugar factories, that was the American Crystal
[Sugar] Company—because they could see the potential of dry-land
production of sugar beets, as opposed to having to have water in
the big center pivots that you had to have out West. So they
were betting on that for the long haul.

Well, as time moved along, and rather swiftly, an
interesting thing happened there, too, and that is that the
return on their dollar invested in those factories didn't really
come up to their expectations. So the public began to lose
interest in sugar-beet factories and sugar-beet processors as a
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place to invest money. Of course, when you have a situation like
that, you aren't going to build up your research staff, you know.
You aren't going to put the kind of money that maybe needs to be
put into it to service this gang of farmers out here who needs
technical understanding to get their task accomplished. That's
kind of the story that you find in the sugar-beet processing
industry then.

Here in the Valley, of course, we have outstanding farmers,
really. They're good farmers. They're among the top of the
heap. I worked in every section of the state, and you won't find
them much better all around than you do here in the Valley.
Well, they also could see something was happening. So they began
to work hard at getting a greater share of the domestic sugar
coming from sugar beets assigned to the Red River Basin.

TS: I was going to ask you, is it so much a matter of the
agricultural setting of the Red River Valley that makes it so
good for sugar beets, or is it a matter of the ability of the
farmers? Why has it become the real center of sugar-beet
growing?

BY: The reason it has become that, there are several reasons for
it. I'll see if they're flop through my mind here. One reason
is the kind of soil. It's good soil. Not all of the soil is
good for it, but there is a large amount of good soil available,
particularly the sandy clays. For the moment, I can't recall the
official title of the soils.

TS: That's okay.

BY: That doesn't matter. So it's good soil. Secondly, believe
it or not, in spite of last year's drought and some things you
hear, the amount of rainfall during the growing season is
reasonably stable comparing to other sections of the country in
the state. Thirdly, an additional cultivated crop like sugar
beets was needed, because we need to rotate these acres, you
know, between different crops to have the best kind of soil
tilled. So that was needed. Another thing, sugar beets are a
reasonably profitable crop for farmers if all aspects of the
industry are in shape. So that's, of course, also an impetus.
Additionally, yes, good farmers. You've got good farmers in
other parts of the state, too, but I've worked in every section
of the state of Minnesota, and there's a thing I call the pioneer
spirit. There's a little more, maybe substantially more, pioneer
spirit left among the people who live in northwestern Minnesota,
who make their living here, whether it's in town or otherwise.

TS: I see. Of course, the factories.

BY: Those are important factors. They're willing to gamble a
bit. They're willing to give of themselves to make happen what
needs to happen. So that's kind of the story. The picture was
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changing economically in the entire sugar-beet industry, and it
lit here in the Red River Basin.

TS: And, of course, as I said, the factories were a little
newer.

BY: Yes. The two factories were newer. That's exactly right.
Yet even with the new factories, even with that, Terry, the
stockholders still lost interest because the return on the money
wasn't sufficient. They could do better other places. So
something had to happen, and that's why the sugar-beet growers—
they did succeed in working with Congress and in getting a little
greater share of the domestic industry assigned to sugar-beet
production. They did succeed in getting that to happen for what
you call northwestern U.S.A., but actually, the states west of
here kind of lost interest along the way, mostly because they
really didn't have the kind of dry land facilities to produce
like can be produced here. So that's what brought on, then, this
push on the part of the Red River Valley Sugar Beet Growers
Association. "Maybe we ought to own that processing plant," were
things that I heard around the edges.

TS: This would be in the late '60s?

BY: Yes. Well, actually, they began to talk about it already in
the early '60s, but that was what you called back-in-the-back-
room talk, and that was this kind of thing.

TS: Sure. I'm going to show you a document here. This was
something that you produced in January 1961. [Document in the
Einar Johnson Papers entitled "A Study of the Sugar Beet
Development Associations in the Red River Valley, U.S.A."] We
got a copy of this from Einar Johnson. You were talking about
the many states in the northwest. Of course, Einar was president
of the Western Sugar Beet Growers Association, which involved
many states. He worked with you and many of the regional beet
growers here in the Valley to study to help you produce this
document in '61. It's one of the very earliest things arguing
that the Valley deserved more acreage for beet growing. Do you
remember doing that?

BY: Do I ever! Do I ever. I remember this so well. I remember
I was a busy, busy, busy young husband and father, and two boys
who needed more attention than I was giving them. And where was
Dad? Dad was in the office or out of town at a meeting checking
things out, putting out that document. Yes, I well remember it.

TS: Let me ask you one question about it. You drew this
document up. You did a survey of the number of farmers that were
interested in growing sugar beets and the number of acres they
were interested in turning over to beet growing.
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BY: The beet people helped me do that.

TS: Right. And you produced this document, which said,
essentially, the amount of acreage in the Red River Valley for
sugar beets could easily be tripled. The interest was there and
the technology was there. Who was the intended audience for this
document? Who were the people that you and Einar Johnson and
others wanted to see this document?

BY: Well, of course, we wanted the beet growers to understand it
themselves, the present beet growers at that time and the would-
be beet growers. And additionally, we needed to have this
available for them to communicate with their legislators, to
communicate with other organizations that would be interested.
The railroad ag [agriculture] agents already knew this. They
started working on this way back in the 1920s. You had fellows
like Paul Wagner and like John Haugh and like Tony Miesen and—
oh, boy, I can't think of this person's name from Grand Forks.
But all of these people, they saw this thing coming long before
others. That's happened sometimes in agricultural development.
You see the horizon about 20 to 30, 40 years before it gets
there.

TS: Were some of the beet growers hoping that this study would
help persuade the sugar companies, like American Crystal [Sugar
Company], to expand their processing facilities?

BY: Yes, in part, but interestingly enough, Terry, interestingly
enough, the sugar-beet companies were really part and parcel of
this study. You would be amazed how willing they were to assist
in whatever way they could to help get this kind of information
put together from a different source than their own. Sometimes
if a company puts out something like this, well, they're
fattening up their own cocoon, see, and we don't believe them.
So the [Red River Valley] Sugar Beet Growers Association wanted
what they called an organization that was their organization,
their Experiment Station, and they held them responsible for
putting out the best information that could be found at the
moment.

TS: In fact, you mention in your book on the International Sugar
Beet Institute, you say that by 1962, given the fact that there
was interest in expanding the sugar-beet industry in the Valley,
that a comprehensive effort for R & E, for research and
education, on sugar beets on the part of the Extension Services—
that is, getting beyond the companies' own efforts to do their
annual meetings on research and education—

BY: On the part of the Extension Service and the research
service of the land-grant universities.

TS: Right. You said the time had come, "a need whose time had
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come."

BY: Yes, yes.

TS: In 1962.

BY: Oh, my, do I remember that! It had come, you know, but
there were so many things happening, you know, in the beet
industry. Here was the [Red River Valley] Sugar Beet Growers
Association lobbying in Washington, doing all the things they
needed to do to build interest and continue to build interest in
the Valley here, to get additional acres. Well, all of that,
along with the land-grant universities, believe it or not, there
was so little research going on that you could almost stick it in
your pocket and not find it. Dr. Olaf Soine was already,
however, by that time, interested in the work and doing work at
the station. So there were so many facets of this thing.

I found it very difficult, as the Superintendent of the
Experiment Station, to know just what my role should be.
Actually, my role turned out not so much as a researcher, as [to
be] an administrator of research, and also as an integrator, if
you will, of the many forces that were changing at a rather high
rate in this beet industry here in the Red River Basin. So I was
the guy that was sguirting the oil on the gears, that was forced
to take the gravel out of the gears when there were problems
among groups and between groups. So it was a tremendously
interesting and exciting time to be part of a development.

TS: Sure. Once these developments began to do more
comprehensive ongoing research, there needed to be a mechanism to
transmit this information, not just like American Crystal [Sugar]
Company or the other companies or the Extension agents, but
directly to the growers.

BY: Yes, this is right. And American Crystal [Sugar Company]
really kind of did that through their field men. But the time
had come when there were so many new growers. And what is it—
about two or three more co-ops? My goodness! They had to have
some help. The mechanism we had all across the country, in
Minnesota and North Dakota, for this purpose as the Agricultural
Extension Service and the Agricultural Research Service of land-
grant universities and of USDA [United States Department of
Agriculture], we had to harness them up from almost—well, with
two universities—not quite zero, but almost zero. Well, you
know if you've worked with universities, it isn't easy to get
things rolling. First they've got to have money. All that kind
of stuff, you know. Got to go through the budget, all that
stuff.

TS: Interested people who were willing to serve and put in the
time?
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BY: That's right. So it was a fascinating kind of time. Well,
it reminds me of a cowboy trying to ride about five or six horses
at one time in the ring, and they're all going like 60. But yet
you're interested in them heading towards a certain direction,
you see, and you've got to kind of work it. So it was an
exciting kind of a time.

TS: So, essentially, is that what you're saying, that around
1963, then, you were trying to get these horses in the direction
of setting up an ongoing plan for doing these gatherings, these
educational meetings?

BY: Educational meetings, research, organizing so that we're
sure that we know what's going on in Congress and that you're
ahead of that instead of behind it. Also our state legislators
in both states needed to be communicated with and advised rather
sharply and to the point that, well, if we're going to do this
additional research in sugar beets, and if we're going to handle
this Extension like it needs to be handled—here was poor Dr.
Soine doing the research and also doing the Extension [i.e.,
education]. If there was anybody that wanted to be talking about
sugar beets, there was Olaf at the meetings, see, when he should
have been teaching and maybe doing some other things. Really,
that wasn't—but somebody had to do it.

TS: So then how did this first planning committee originate, to
start planning for a meeting up in Crookston, an educational
meeting?

BY: Yes. Boy, isn't that something. One of the finest
educators, and he was a researcher, too, not in the sense of
being in charge of a number of projects, but his observations of
what was going on in the field was something great, and that was
Carl Ash, a man by the name of Carl Ash, a person by the name of
Dr. Olaf Soine, who was on my staff, the agronomist who was
beginning to add sugar-beet concerns to his role. And by that
time, there was some interest on the part of American Crystal,
you know. Once in a while you might hear, you know, about
American Crystal didn't give a hoot about the grower. That
really wasn't true, you know. If you didn't get beets, you
couldn't process sugar. So you had an in-born what-you-call-it
there.

TS: Are we talking now about Delmar Ogden [American Crystal
Sugar Company researcher]?

BY: We're talking about Delmar Ogden.

TS: I noticed his name on the list. In fact, I've got the list
here of the first committee.

BY: Good, good.
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TS: I'll just pass that over to you for a second. I notice
you've mentioned already several of the people on that—Carl Ash,
Delmar Ogden.

BY: Gerhard Ross, yes. And Einar Johnson and Hugh Trowbridge.
I should say!

TS: These are all growers, now?

BY: Well, Hugh was a grower, Einar was a grower, Gerhard was a
grower. Delmar was one of the research people that was operating
here in the Valley for American Crystal [Sugar] Company at Grand
Forks. He and Dr. Olaf Soine worked a lot together. Carl Ash
was county agent in west Polk County.

TS: And you're the folks that got together and started planning
this first Institute.

BY: Right. Actually, the minutes of the previous annual
meeting, which was held the previous fall to that, expressed an
interest in this kind of a thing, wondering if this could happen.

TS: This was the annual meeting of—

BY: Of the Sugar Beet Growers Association.

TS: The Red River Valley Sugar Beet Growers Association.

BY: The Red River Valley Sugar Beet Growers Association. It was
a young organization yet at that time, but flexing its muscles.
By that time they had been in Washington enough times and they
had looked into this thing enough all the way from the West Coast
to Michigan. So they had reasonable confidence in the direction
that they were going. But actually, the interesting thing is
that it was taking so much time on the part of the officers of
the organization, that it was cutting into their farming. So
something had to happen.

They said, "We've got to go back to the growers," and they
did, laid it on the line. "We're going to have to tax ourselves
more than we're putting in the pot right now and get somebody on
the payroll if we're going to get the things accomplished that
needs to be accomplished with the sugar-beet industry. Not just
growing beets; the whole bit—processing, relationships to
Washington, to legislators in the two states, if we're going to
get all these things going down the same line and getting an
industry operating that's profitable and can maintain itself year
after year after year." They were arriving.

TS: They were suggesting, then, that they hire an executive
secretary? Is that what you're saying?
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BY: Yes. And you're looking right at the guy that they tried to
hire! That's not generally known.

TS: This was in 1962, thereabouts?

BY: Oh, I'd have to go back and check the dates, but that
wouldn't be very far off. Yes, some of the early, early kind of
thinking by that time. But it actually came about a bit later
and they didn't put the push on me 'til you got into the late
'60s, until Al Bloomquist came on the line. But I said, "I don't
have this expertise that you need. You have to have a person
that knows something about the sugar-beet industry nationally and
even internationally, but particularly nationally, and knows
aspects of it other than production. I know production, but
that's not enough. It's not going to get the job done that needs
to be done." I said, "I know of a person who can do this. His
name is Al Bloomguist." So down the road they hired Al.

TS: I see. But you did have the expertise, now, going beyond
that. This was a period of time when, like you said, they were
really beginning to start thinking comprehensively about the
whole industry.

BY: Ah! You've got it!

TS: So getting an executive secretary was one road they were
pursuing. One of the other many roads they were pursuing was an
ongoing R & E [research and education] effort.

BY: You are right.»

TS: And you did have the expertise to help them in that in '63.

BY: That is where B.E. shined. I mean, if I might brag just a
little bit, Terry. [Laughter]

TS: Sure.

BY: And that was my business. That was what I was trained for.
I have 32 credits in research design and matters of that nature.
That was my work, and a minor in rural sociology. I knew
something about working with people.

TS: So in '63, following up on their suggestion that there needs
to be a regular effort, you gathered these people together—Carl
Ash, Olaf Soine, some of the growers.

BY: Yes. "Let's get started with what we have on Extension.
Start little," and we did with a little bit of an old meeting at
winter shows. It wasn't such a little meeting; it was the
biggest meeting of any commodity group that's ever been held at
one time at the Red River Valley Winter Show. Over 600 growers
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showed up.

TS: This was more than you even expected?

BY: We expected a good group, but we didn't expect to have to
set up chairs in the auditorium that was set for around 600. We
had chairs up and down all three aisles. [Laughter]

TS: How did you pick the time to hold it?

BY: Oh, yes, there's another part of the story. The Red River
Valley Winter Shows' board of managers—and I was on that board,
being part of the University of Minnesota—puts on a mid-winter
agricultural—you can call it a fair, but an exposition is a
little better term. We tended to emphasize educational factors
and those kinds of things, rather than some tinsel and all that
kind of a thing you see at some fairs. And we always had a
rather high quality set of what we called seminars at the winter
shows. So we said, "Let's start with this." That was Carl Ash's
idea. I remember so well when he said it. He said, "Let's start
with that." So we did. Gerhard Ross, I think—I don't know if
he chaired the first meeting. I may have chaired the first one.
It doesn't matter. But it went off, and for the first three,
four years then—and I think you'll find in the historical
documentary that I wrote, you'll find the programs for all four
of those years.

TS: That's right.

BY: We tended to emphasize rather strongly what kind of research
was going on, and there was some beginning to surface from
American Crystal, from NDSU, from USDA, from the University of
Minnesota, the University of Michigan, University of California,
these kinds of things. But right at the outset, they not only
were sensitive to the communication needs in the research that
was going on for the growers, but they were sensitive to the
grower understanding the problems at the congressional level, at
the state legislative level, with some of the agronomic problems
as far as professional agronomists were concerned in building
that crop that heavy into the Red River Basin.

TS: Carl Ash made the suggestion, "Let's start with the winter
show." From the very beginning, was it intended that this was
going to be an annual thing?

BY: It was intended that it should be an annual thing. We came
off four years running with it, as I remember, about four years.
At the end of those years, I think by that time we had Al
Bloomquist moved into the Valley, but I think he still had the
Western Sugar Beet Growers Association hat on his head. But by
the time the fourth one came around—
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TS: Around 1966-67.

BY: Thereabouts. You have it pinpointed rather closely. It's
about '66, I think. It was pretty well known at that time what
was happening along the line here.

TS: Did you ever draw up a formal set of goals and objectives
for these annual institutes?

BY: Not really. Not really, other than that—

TS: This is number G. [This is number G. on the list of
questions for Dr. Youngquist]

BY: Okay. I did put some thoughts down here. Okay. Well, this
was the beginning of what you call the "E" part of the R & E
[research and education] program. There were some people who
thought, "Well, the processing company, they don't want anybody
futzing around, monkeying around, with their educational program
by telling sugar-beet growers how to grow beets." But the
interesting thing is, when Dr. Olaf Soine went to speak to Harvey
Johnson and some of these other people, their reply was—and I
can almost quote it exactly—"My God, do we need help!"

TS: Harvey Johnson was—

BY: He was the agricultural vice president, or director of
agricultural operations for American Crystal at all of their
plants in various parts of the country. A very fine gentleman
and a professional agronomist. He knew the business. "Do we
need help!" Of course, Harvey knew which way this industry was
going. He knew what was happening out west. He knew what was
happening here. He knew that there was a little slack of
interest on the part of money people to put money into beet
processing plants. He knew that there was something afoot and
happening and they needed help. He also had a strong feeling he
wasn't sure how it was going to happen. I remember him saying
that, that, "If the sugar-beet industry is going to expand, this
is where it's going to happen. This is where it can happen." As
you know, that's where it did happen.

TS: So these Institutes began. In the beginning, they were
focused largely on education.

BY: Primarily on research reports, but they also, if you'll
notice, right at the beginning, even the first one had—I
remember Dave Gartner, one other person who was involved in
sugar-beet organizations on the national level and closely
connected and had a close understanding of what was happening on
the federal scene, as far as the Sugar Act was concerned, as far
as importation policy was concerned.
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TS: So then people like Dave Gartner could come speak to the
more organizational and political aspects of the sugar market.

BY: That's exactly right, yes. That's exactly right. To the
realities of producing sugar in a world that really can produce
an awful lot more than it can consume. [Laughter]

TS: Okay. So the realities of dealing with that. Now, as the
meetings expanded and continued, eventually you began to also
develop some use of displays and exhibits at the meetings?
Equipment dealers got involved?

BY: Right. That's a very good part of the story. We come to
the years about '67 and about '68, and there's a hiatus there, if
you noticed in the historical documentation that I wrote. There
were no meetings during those years. We were also, at the time,
building a new winter shows building, a large affair that's
bigger than a football field. So that took all of Bernie
Youngguist's time, or at least a good part of it. But we were
still working on this whole thing. So the idea came about. We
used the term "allied industry," industry allied to the
production of sugar beets here in the Red River Basin or allied
to the sugar-beet industry. They were interested in this whole
thing. In fact, you'd see a large number of allied industry
personnel at these grower meetings. In fact, I think we counted
120, 130 on the list at the last meeting we had, which was called
a seminar.

Well, obviously they wanted to be involved, and should be
involved, because they're part of the total sugar-beet industry.
That came on the scene the first year we planned, I think in '68.
The first one came off in '69, if I remember rightly, and that
came off at the winter shows building in Crookston. At that time
it was only about six, seven years old, a large, large space. We
set it up so we could have our educational program set up in an
appropriate arena right in the large, large building, and also
the machinery people, chemical people, other service people,
bankers, and so on, bought space and were circled around the
meeting space.

TS: Essentially, they set up booths and exhibits?

BY: Right. Right. And we charged them for that to help pay for
the expenses of getting speakers, expenses of heat, light, all
that kind of thing.

TS: As a matter of fact, as long as we're on that subject, the
funding for these Institutes came from a variety of sources?

BY: Actually, that's a real good question, Terry, and a real
interesting one. The funding for these Institutes has always
come from fees charged to the allied industry who purchase space
to show their service to the beet growers at the time of the
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Institute. Now, that still exists today and existed at the
outset, but in the early years—

TS: Like the first four years?

BY: Well, no, more than that, up until about—I think almost
'til about in the 1970s, the Northwest Experiment Station, part
of the University of Minnesota, as you remember, I was
Superintendent of the Experiment Station, and I got permission
from my colleagues at St. Paul to underwrite any shortcomings
that might take place and any shortfall that might take place in
this Extension effort. The interesting thing is, we lost money.
Well, let me put it this way. We didn't make enough money to
cover the expenses in only one year. It was about 170 bucks, 180
bucks, something like that. But there was enough money in the
till to take care of it.

So I never really had to take care of any shortfalls. On
occasion, together with the University of North Dakota, we would
get together and say, "We'd better pay for this speaker. He's
pretty high powered, comes from the University of Michigan, or
University of Montana. That's part of our Extension
responsibilities. We'll take care of it."

TS: Did the Red River Valley Sugar Beet Growers Association ever
provide funding for any of the Institutes?

BY: The Red River Valley Sugar Beet Growers [Association], in
fact, have not supplied a nickel.

TS: What about American Crystal prior to their being purchased
by Red River Valley? Did they ever contribute?

BY: No. I'd better be careful. There might have been the odd
contribution. No, the reason I think I responded so vociferously
there is that as far as policy was concerned, no, the Red River
Valley Sugar Beet Growers Association never had to do that.
However, in the middle '70s, thereabout, that backup sponsorship
became the duty, became the responsibility, of the Sugar Beet
Growers Association through the R & E [research and education]
board. So they actually back her up now, and Dick Fitzsimons1
office, they pay all the bills as a separate account. All the
monies for the Institute are kept separate. But they pay all the
bills and have it audited and all that kind of a thing, which was
needed. It got to the point, you know, where we were spending a
pretty good chunk of cash.

TS: What you're saying is that they would take care of any
shortfall if it occurred?

BY: That's exactly right. They assumed that. In fact, I think
they do it on about a three-year basis. Well, I don't know
exactly what the policy is now, but to put it in generally
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speaking, they assume responsibility for any shortfalls.

TS: But virtually every year, what you're saying, is the allied
industries—

[Begin Tape 1, Side B]

TS: —the fees they paid for exhibit space has paid for the
Institutes.

BY: Paid for the Institutes and they have got money in the bank
so they could not have to take in a nickel and run an Institute.
It was one of our objectives to have enough, that kind of a back-
stop.

TS: The value of the Institute, of course, is the educational
value to the farmer?

BY: Oh, boy, yes. And when you say that, Terry, you know,
you're an educator and I'm an educator, we're professional
educators, in a sense, and we can get a little bit narrow-minded
as to what education is—a classroom and all that kind of thing,
you know, and students signed up for a course and all that kind
of stuff. Well, the education that takes place for the sugar-
beet grower and, more than that, for the sugar-beet industry, for
the field men who still work closely with the farmers on certain
kinds of things, for the processors, for the allied industry, all
of them learn at this Institute. They learn to know each other
better, which, as you know, any undertaking a man does is a good
thing. The better we know each other, the better we get the job
done.

TS: Sure. So you're saying they learn not just from the
speakers?

BY: Not just from the speakers. That is a small portion of it.
And another thing has happened, Terry. As you know, these early
seminars at the winter shows were some of the first formal
Extension education that took place, although there were some
county agents in their counties who picked up information from
these field men and certainly were very helpful with their work,
particularly Carl Ash, Walt Ness, from Cass County over in North
Dakota, topnotch people. But you see, we got the state of
Minnesota, the state of North Dakota to put in matching funds to
hire a full-time Extension person, a little research, but full
time to lead that program for the state of Minnesota and North
Dakota, locate him at NDSU. That's Al Cattenach. That is now Al
Cattenach. There were a couple of people before him.

Then we got them to hire a full-time researcher, and that's
Al Dexter. So research began to be ground out at a pretty good
clip. Also, we had more educating to do, many more beet growers
to educate. So the education of the sugar-beet grower then began
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to take on different form. In fact, the meetings with speakers
and so on was really one of the poor ways to educate and bring
growers up to date on some of the latest findings and some of the
recommendations. "Well, Pete, you maybe ought to go this way
next year." That was much better done in smaller groups, and
that's the way it's done out in every county now.

TS: In fact, at the Institutes, as far as education, one of the
more novel ways that you folks came up with some educating
function was to start giving Growers Ideas Awards.

BY: Oh, boy. I tell you! And there again, that's what I mean
when I say that the Sugar Beet Institute is kind of a glue that
holds all of these communication needs and forces sort of
together, but yet in a loose enough way so that they learn from
each other.

TS: So in effect, the annual Institutes provide a forum of
ideas?

BY: Forum. That's a good word.

TS: Some kind of a forum of ideas.

BY: Yes, a forum of ideas. Yes. And there were those, you
know, and there's the occasional one yet today, there were those
who said, "Oh, man, we can't let this allied industry here.
That's going to be nothing but a drinking party and nothing but a
cotton-pickin' bunch of sales pitches." Well, sure, they're
going to sell what they have to sell and they're going to show
what they have to show, but that's part of the industry. And
where else can a grower go to see the whole kit and caboodle in
one day? All of these ideas that he can run across. It doesn't
mean that he makes all of his decisions in one day, but there
they are, and he gets the guy's card, calls him up when he gets
back home, the fellow comes out to his place, and he can talk
about it a little bit more.

TS: Of course, it did require some delicate diplomacy from time
to time to achieve a balance between the exhibits and the
educational function?

BY: Yes, that's exactly right. But as the Extension education
process began to take form out in the counties, the need for
formal education, formal meetings and so on, was less. So it was
good that the allied industry needed more time. Well, there got
to be so many of them! What is it—130 today, 140, whatever it
is, that come there. Well, my goodness, can you imagine yourself
a beet grower, and in one day you're going to cover them?
[Chuckles]

TS: I see your point.
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BY: You see, it was needed and completely rightly so. They do
insist that there is a role, an educational role, that can be
played. You put your finger on one, and that is this new ideas—

TS: The Growers Awards.

BY: The Growers Award. A farmer has never bought a piece of
machinery yet that he doesn't do something with and make it do
the job better. Most of the time that happens. Well, if I have
this idea just sit there in Farmer A's backyard, it's good for
the industry if that can be spread around as far as possible. So
that is working very, very well.

The group has other kinds of needs, the growers, and allied
industries and others have other kinds of needs, too. For
instance, once in a while things look a little bit kind of down,
you know, it's kind of a blue day for beet growing. Well, they
started to bring in speakers who could give them a little
psychological shot. Not a bunch of pat-'em-on-the-fanny and all
that kind of stuff, but honest to goodness taking a look at when
things are on the tough side. How does a human cope with these
kinds of things?

TS: Sure.

BY: Additionally, so that's the psychological, the social angle.
You don't get that any other place. And it can work in a big
group. It can work when you've got 1,000 beet growers in the
audience, or more. Also, you have to stay up to date on what's
happening in Washington, D.C., what's happening in St. Paul,
what's happening in Bismarck, and what's happening with labor
relations and these kinds of matters. What better place is there
to get the straight story from the horse's mouth? In fact,
Congressman Foley was here, who is now Speaker of the House in
Washington, B.C. These kind of people. They come every year—
every year. And they love to come here because they get the core
audience in the sugar-beet industry in the U.S.A.

TS: We'd better wrap up here on the Institutes or we'll go too
long. I'll ask you just a couple more questions on the
Institutes. What has been its most significant contribution in
the Valley? I think you've answered that when we talked about
the forum of ideas. That's number one.

BY: I'd like to handle that in a couple of ways. One is that if
one is going to really understand more from Bernie Youngquist's
perspective, if you're really going to understand this, if
anybody's doing research on this kind of a thing, you better get
my book and take a look, and particularly take a look at the
section where there are about 20 private contributions of
letters, unedited, by growers, by researchers, by Extension
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people, by research experts, by vice presidents of processing
companies, and so on, where they react in any way, by invitation
from myself, to the question: What good is this Institute?
What's the best thing it's done? What's the poorest thing it's
done? Believe you me, that's where you can get the feel for this
thing.

So to come back to your question in another way, generally
speaking, it's a communication process. There isn't another
place where the beet grower can go, and also where other people
working in the industry can go, where he can see and learn and
relate in a more effective manner, where he can build his
understanding faster, where he can renew his understanding
faster, and where he can get exposed to the latest ideas that are
coming along, where he can learn some of the latest ideas that
his neighbor 150 miles up the road, by golly, has done something
with the old John Deere piece of equipment that makes it work
maybe 50% more efficient. So it's a very unique educational
process, and you aren't going to find it described in any
educational-methods book. Some educational-method professors
would have some eyebrows raised at the nature of this kind of a
thing, but it does the job.

TS: Do you know of anything similar to it?

BY: It's unique. As you know, there isn't another. To our
knowledge, there's nothing like it in the world, and we know
there's nothing like it in the U.S.A.

In Al Hanson's letter in there, he was down to the American
Sugar Beet Growers Association at the Mardi Gras area, and one of
the things that a sugar-beet grower from Michigan says, "Wow,
that's like Ringling Bros., that's the greatest show on earth!"
For the sugar-beet grower.

TS: Yes. There's nothing similar for wheat or corn or potatoes?

BY: No, unfortunately, but they'd like to have it. They haven't
been able to come up with the—

TS: Is this probably because sugar beets is really, in
comparison to the other things we've just mentioned, potatoes and
corn, it's a fairly young crop?

BY: Well, it's young here. It's young here. It's not a young
crop in the nation. It's a young crop in the Valley, relatively
speaking. It's a young crop in that sense.

TS: Let's talk a bit, then, about some research. I particularly
want you to talk to us a little bit about Olaf Soine and his
research and his contributions.

BY: Okay. I'm very happy to do that.
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TS: Olaf worked for you for a long time at Crookston.

BY: Olaf and I worked together for more years than I even want
to—well, I admit that with a great deal of pride, because Dr.
Olaf Soine was one of those people on your staff, and he was on
my staff for—I was Superintendent 27 years, and I suppose Olaf
had to be active on my staff probably about 23, 24 of those
years. But Dr. Soine was one of those men—and women could be
the same—but one of those men that when the boss man, when the
Superintendent, is hurting and really can't make up his mind
because the evidence is not clear, Olaf Soine was one person you
could go to and get his opinion without him worrying about
patting your fanny or being a nice guy or stuff like that. You
would get his best evaluation of the issue at hand. That's the
kind of a staff member that any head of department, any president
of the University, any what-you-call-it, gives his right arm to
have around.

Olaf was quiet, soft-spoken, conscientious, greatly
respected, even served as the mayor of Crookston, mind you, with
a lot of the other things he did, for goodness sakes, and a very
successful mayor. Wanted him to run again, but he said, "One
term's enough."

TS: He did a lot of research for sugar beets, didn't he?

BY: Yes, I should say he did. I guess that I'd like to give
that a quick go. I have a compendium here of all of Olaf's
research publications that he put out from roughly beginning
about the middle '40s through about '75, which was about the time
he—

TS: We better not read all the titles, because it looks like
there's at least 20 there.

BY: Yes, that's right. I think I'll go down a couple. For
instance, he put out at least three publications in like "Fifty
Years of Weather," "Sixty Years of Weather in the Red River
Valley." Weather is one of the very important factors, a little
more important in some ways with sugar beets, because there are
some crucial diseases, which is very, very helpful. "The Effect
of Simulated Hail Damage on Sugar Beets," "Uptake of Phosphorus
by Sugar Beets," "Effect of Six-Year Rotations on the Quality of
Sugar Beets," "Micronutrients and Sulfur on the Yield and Quality
of Sugar Beets." And of course, his real big one, which took him
eight years, one of the things Olaf Soine found questionable, but
it was a good practice because it did some very important things
for beet growers, the practice of a farmer having to have two
acres, one which was in what you call fallow, alfalfa fallow or
sweet clover fallow, where you grew a legume, then you plowed it
under in June, then you tilled the land, got a lot of good weed
control, all of that moisture, you know, that came would get down
in the soil so you could pick up five, six inches of water every
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summer. So as a weed-control mechanism, as a soil till creator,
and as a reservoir and water creator every year, it was a better
gamble for the sugar-beet processor to require that.

TS: That if you were going to grow 300 acres of sugar beets—

BY: You had to have 600 acres of land suitable to grow beets.

TS: And half of that would be fallow?

BY: Half of that would be in fallow if you were growing that
many. But really, Olaf was a soil scientist. While he was
responsible for agronomy work, as you can see here, he was really
a soil scientist. Olaf's training and regimen and discipline
says, "This really doesn't add up when you are thinking about: is
the farmer getting the most out of those two acres. Could he do
better by a different policy?"

Well, to make a long story short, he ran about four or five,
whatever it is, six different rotations over an eight-year
period, and running that through all of the statistical analysis
and all that stuff, that was done in cooperation with American
Crystal, they did not fight it, or beet growers and so on,
because they were interested in this kind of a thing, too. Well,
to make a long story real, real short, his thesis was it really
wasn't necessary to. I'll put it in the vernacular. There's
some fancy, long words there. [Laughter] But his thesis came up
in the affirmative: No two ways about it, you're going to do
better by using other processes. Some problems, yes, but we can
handle them.

TS: That you can grow 300 acres of beets—

BY: You know, it turned around inside of a very short time.
Usually, when a piece of research that radical comes along in the
agricultural business, it takes 15, 20 years before it's
accepted. Bingo! This one went inside of three or four years.
Well, you can see the impact of it.

TS: Sure. Like you said, a man can grow 300 acres of beets on
300 acres of land as a result of that.

BY: You bet.

TS: Did American Crystal help to distribute this idea?

BY: Oh, did they ever! Of course, by the time that came along,
they were a cooperative. The beet growers [owned American
Crystal Sugar Company], no question about it. In fact, without
the full cooperation and laboratory research capability of
American Crystal, the research could not have been finished. I
wasn't able, as Olaf Seine's administrator and superintendent, I
wasn't able to get him the laboratory capability and equipment
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personnel to do all of the microanalysis that had to be done on
those beet samples. American Crystal did every bit of that and
handed the data to Olaf to do with as he saw fit.

TS: In fact, American Crystal, and then later, of course, the
beet growers when they owned American Crystal, annually taxed
themselves to provide the Experiment Station with research funds.

BY: Oh, yes. In fact, two things happened there to help the
research arm along, which I think is a real good one, and that,
again, says something about Olaf Seine's leadership. Olaf said
to me one day, "Bernie, I really don't know much about growing
sugar beets, and here I'm doing research with them. I've got
some good things going. But what I really need is a crop of
commercial beets on the Experiment Station."

Well, me being a rather practical, down-to-earth guy, I
said, "Boy, that's the best piece of sense I've ever heard, but
you know, sometimes a good piece of sense like that, there's got
to be something wrong with it somewhere." [Chuckles] "So is
there anyplace that we can get in trouble doing that?"

Well, Olaf said, "Some farmers might think that maybe the
Experiment Station shouldn't be doing that kind of a thing. They
should be growing the sugar beets."

Well, I said, "No, I know these sugar-beet growers pretty
well now for over quite a number of years, and I know they want
us to have capability to get the job done."

So I went to see American Crystal for a contract. I wasn't
even out of the door when they said, "How many acres do you
want?" So we started out with 50. Today they've got about 160.
But this is one of the single most important influences that Olaf
had, was to get that acreage of commercial sugar beets there,
which gave us scientists there, the five or six scientists
working on it, from St. Paul [University of Minnesota in St.
Paul], from NDSU, from the station at Crookston, a first-hand
look at things. You could do things out in those fields on a
trial basis, you know. A tremendous opportunity. Well, that's
why it really, really kicked off, and the sugar-beet growers saw
it just like that. Also, you know, we raised the beets, we sold
the beets, poured the dough back into the sugar-beet project, as
well as the project of maintaining good land and all that kind of
a thing.

The sugar-beet growers said, "Olaf, I'll bet you haven't got
enough money to hire the kind of people you need to hire to carry
on as much research that you need going."

Olaf says, "No, I don't. We're pinched. I could do this
and I could do this and I could do this if I had some more
money."

"Well, tell us how much you're going to need."
And Olaf, the first time, said, "I need about 4,500 bucks."

He expected to get maybe 400.
"No problem." And that was the first time, then, and they

didn't even have an R & E [research and education] board then,
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but they did have a research committee headed by Gerhard Ross.
Gerhard was chairman of the research committee on that first
grant. That's where the grants and aid began. Now that's
another very unusual thing, and no other agricultural commodity
has it in the country, where you had such a broad group of
capable experts get together and listen to the needs in research
and decide, as a group. The processing companies are in on it,
the field men are represented, the growers are represented, the
researchers who do the research are represented, the Extension
people who go out and spread the product of research, they're all
on that R & E [research and education] board.

What they'll do is put the word out to the research
organizations in the land-grand universities and USDA. "We'll
accept proposals for research until such and such a time." When
the proposals come in, then they'll meet together, and I mean
they comb them. They comb them and they comb them. Take them
back home, look them over, then they come back together and meet
again, and that's when they say thumbs down or thumbs up. You
get good, good, good decisions, you know. You know, researchers
aren't God. Extension people aren't God. Beet growers aren't
God. Together, when you meld all of their understandings of the
piece of research that somebody's suggesting to be done, when you
meld all of those understandings together, then you come up with:
"Is it good for the industry or isn't it? Is it good for raising
sugar beets or isn't it?" That's the question. If it is, we go.

TS: Let me just ask you briefly now about a couple of the
individuals that go towards making up this teamwork that you're
talking about, just a couple of them. Sam Bigger?

BY: Sam Bigger served a number of years on that, and he's ace-
high, down to earth, realistic. If there was ever a person that
understands what's happening out in the sugar-beet field, it's
Sam Bigger. Not only that, at the time he's retired now, but at
the time that he was a county agent, Sam Bigger knew personally
all of the beet growers in West Polk County, and that's the
county with the largest number of beet growers. Believe you me,
he understood it and he was listened to with respect.

TS: Paul Horn?

BY: Another one, I'll tell you. Paul Horn is not a county
agent, but Paul Horn is the Sam Bigger for Clay County.
[Laughter] But from a little different viewpoint, from a grower
viewpoint. I valued, almost as much as I valued Dr. Seine's
advice and counsel, as a young man, Paul Horn was one of the
people that I related to strongly, because you needed to relate
to that segment of the population coming up.

TS: Gerald Smith?

BY: Gerald Smith was the first Extension sugar-beet specialist
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that Minnesota and North Dakota hired, a good man, so good that
private industry practically doubled his salary and took him away
from us in a hurry. [Laughter] As happens to those very capable
people, and I'm not downgrading, you understand, NDSU [North
Dakota State University] or University of Minnesota.

TS: There's no way they can compete.

BY: There' s no way they can compete, no. That' s not a bad
problem, because he's still a friend of the sugar-beet industry.

TS: Ed Swift? He worked with you.

BY: Ed Swift—oh, by all means. Ed Swift was one of those
jewels that worked with American Crystal when they were a
corporate entity and made all the rules and regulations, and this
is it. But he listened a lot and he was absolutely 100% helpful
to us at the Northwest Experiment Station as we got into a number
of these problems of doing research.

TS: Al Bloomquist?

BY: Oh, boy. If there's any one person—if there's any one
person—that should get major credit for where the beet industry
is today in the Red River Basin, it's Al Bloomquist. No ifs,
ands, or buts.

TS: Dick Fitzsimons?

BY: And Dick Fitzsimons stepped into Al' s shoes. Ace high.
Knows the legislative process, knows the relationship process
between and among organizations as they group together to travel
towards a common goal on the horizon.

TS: Finally, you. What about you? What do you feel your most
significant contribution has been?

BY: Well, not in research per se. My most significant
contribution was an integrative force among all of the sectors,
or facets, of the industry as it was changing and developing, old
sectors and developing brand-new sectors like the R & E [research
and education] board, like the research reporting sessions.

That's another thing we haven't said anything about, you
know. That also started with Olaf Soine. Olaf Soine said, "We
never talk! Somebody's doing a little here, somebody's doing a
little there." He says, "The way this industry's going and as
many beet growers as there are going to be, and as much research
as there's going to have to be extended out to the growers, we've
got to start talking to each other." So the first research
reporting session was organized by Olaf Soine in about '59. They
continued on up. Olaf had the first four or five, six of them.
Then we began to get together with NDSU, although they cooperated
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right at the outset, but then they moved here. That finally grew
into the yearly reporting session, and that's an additional
communication device which helps keep the leadership of the beet
growers understanding where research fits in their total reality
of an industry. All the leaders, all the officers, all the board
members, R & E [research and education] board members, all the
Institute board members, they're there to listen to the reports
by the scientists once a year. They have as much right to ask a
question as the next scientist. That makes it good.

TS: In summarizing what you're saying here, your role has been
kind of as a conduit of joining all these forces together.

BY: Conduit, as a leader, an encourager, being part of the team
and part of several teams. I have found in my life—and I have
been part of many, many development kinds of things—one of the
more influential offices in any organization is the secretary.
If you can write minutes so they communicate, brother, that makes
a tremendous difference in what's happening. If it's an honest-
to-gosh organization that's moving, listening, working, making
decisions, laying them on the table if they need more study and
so on, if you've got that kind of a gang that's all in there to
accomplish the objective, that's fun to be secretary of, because
you are then part and parcel of the ongoing communication
process. It goes beyond the committee. It goes out to other
parts of the organization that want to be kept informed. So
that's been my role.

TS: I think that we've got a pretty good coverage of this, and I
thank you for coming to the interview. I've enjoyed talking to
you.

BY: Thank you. You're most welcome. It's going to be
interesting to see what comes out on the paper.

[End of interview]
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